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Happy Birthday
June Card Sketch

Supplies
Labeled with Love
Photopolymer Stamp Set
Labeled with Love Punch or
Dies
Petal Pink Card Stock
Basic White Card Stock
Melon Mambo Card Stock
Pink Designer Series paper
Melon Mambo Stampin Pad

Petal Pink & Pretty Peacock
Foiled Gems
Paper Trimmer
Multipurpose Liquid Glue
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Directions

Cut a side opening card base 21cm x 14.85 (8-1/2" x 5-1/2") from the
Petal Pink card stock.  Score halfway at 10.5cm (4-1/4").

For the first layer cut a piece from a pink patterned paper,  measuring
10cm x 14.4cm (4" x 5-1/4").  Glue to card front leaving an equal border
all the way around.

Optional: Cut a card liner out of basic white, 10cm x 14.4cm (4" x 5-
1/4"). 

Stamp the Happy Birthday greeting three times onto a piece of white
card stock using the Melon Mambo ink.  Punch or die cut the greetings.

Punch or die cut three of the label shapes from the Melon Mambo
card stock.  Cut each of these shapes in half. (see Photo)

Using a ruler or graft paper
line up each half of a Melon
Mambo label so that the
length equals 9.5cm (3-3/4").
Put a bit of glue at each end
of the white stamped label
and glue to the Melon
Mambo pieces creating one
long label.

Place dimensionals on the backs of your labels and position on the
card according to the sketch. Be sure to leave a 5cm (1/4" ) border
around each label. The three rectangles should be evenly spaced
towards the top.

Finish by placing the petal pink foiled gems  at each end of your
labels.
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